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U.3. liUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION |

REGIO!1 III .

Roports llo. 50-456/91023(DRS); 50-467/91021(DRS)

Docket Hos. 50-456; 50-457 Licensos No. 11PF-72; NPF-77

Licensoot commonwoalth Edison Company
opus West III
1400 Opus Placo
Downers Grove, IL 60515

Facility Namo Braidwood Nuclear Power Station, Units 1 and 2

Inspection At: Braidwood, IL ,

Inspection Conduct : September 19 through December 17, 1991

Inspectort / .M /[E9d k
V. / Loughood batd

/// f 2.5Approved By: _

Date
~

'M. P. Philli@s, Chief
oporational Programs Section ,

Inspection Summary
'

Insnection on Sentember 19 throuah December 17,. 1991 (Inspectign

ReDorts No. 50-456/91023iDRS)f Ho. 50-457/91021(DRS)i
Areas Insnected: Routine announcod-safoty inspection by regional :

based inspector of the Unit 2 containment integrated leak rato
(Typo-A) test and a review of test results for the February 1991
Unit 1 Type A tost. Inspection modulos used during this
inspection woro 70307, 70313, and 70323.
'Results: The September 1991 Unit 2 Type A test failed in tho -

as-found condition duo to leakage through the steam generator
manways. The treatmont of steam generator manway leakage has
been referred to the Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation for
resolution. Should NRR dotormino that manway leakage may bo
excluded, the test failure will bo revisited. A licensoo
strength was apparont in the approach used to identify, quantify,
and isolate the steam generator leakage.

The February 1991 Unit 1 Type A test was determined to be a
failuro based on the excessive leakagos observed during the
Type A test. One violation was identified against the
requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, Section III.A.1, for
identification of excessive leakage paths during the test which
interfered with satisfactory completion of tho test. These paths
were blocked without quantification of their leakage or their
impact on the test results.
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DETARS

1. Persons Contacted

CamD&DECalth Edison

2,3,4 D. O' Brion, Technical Superintendent
1 G. Bal, Intograted Loak Rato Tent Engincar
3 R. Dishop, Production Services Manager, NED
1,2,4, E. Carroll, Regulatory Ausuranco, NRC Coordinator

1
1 A. Chocca, Nuclear Licensing Administrator
2 R. Cozz, Nuclear Safoty Offsite Review
4 A. J. D/ Antonio, Nuclear Quality Program

.1 R. Francoeur, Assistant Technical Staf f Supervisor
1,2,3 J4 Glover, Loak Rate. Tost Coordinator, NED
2 H. Gorski, Onsito Nuclear Safety
2,4 A. Haegger, Rogulatory Assuranco Supervisor
1,2,3,4 C. King, Integrated laak Rate Tost Engincor
2 F. Losago, Nuclear Quality Programs
2 P. Haber, Assistant Technical Staf f Supervisor
2 C. Holone, Technical Staff Group Londor
2,3,4 T. T.impkin, Nuclear Licensing Administrator i

2,3,4 G. Vandorhoydon, Technical Staff Suporvisor ;

1,3,4 J. Zoszutok, Integrated Leak Rato Test Engineer i

M2 S. Nuclear Regulatory Commissign {

2,4 S. DuPont, Senior Resident Inspector
4 0. Hartland, Roactor Engincor i

1,2, H. Huber, Resident Inspector ,

1- G. Nojfelt, Roactor Inspector '

3 R. Landsman, Draidwood Project Engineer
3. G. Wright, Chiot, Operations Dranch j

1 Attended mooting on Unit 1 tast held September 25, 1991
2 Attended exit on November 22, 1991
3 Attonded mooting on Unit 1 test hold Docomber 17, 1991
4' Participated in tolophono exit on January 27, 1992

The inspector also interviewod other licenson employcos i

during the course of the inspection..
:

2. Licenseo Action on Previous Insnection Pindings '

(Closed) Unrosolved Itqm 456/860;U},,9 d Treatment _of Leak-
Chase ChanDels Durina Intenrated leak Rato Tests.J1 This
matter had boon roferred to the office of Nuclear Reactor
Regulation for resolution. By letter dated May 17, 1990,
the NRC approved the licensee's plans for leaving the leak

1
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chano channels vonted during the Integrated loak rato tests.
The inspector verified that the licensoo's procedure was in
accordance with their commitment. This item is closed.

3. Cant a i nment_IntngrAtnd.12AILRatD_.LTyp e A ) Teni_PInceduro
Egylew (70307)

Tho inspector reviewed surveillanco proceduro
2DwVS 6.1.2.a-1, " Primary Containment Typo A Intograted
Loakago Rato Test (ILRT)," in relation to the requiromenta
of 10 CPR Part 50, Appendix JJ ANSI N45.4-1972) and tho
licensco's Technical Specifications. The inspector
datormined that the procedura was in conformanco with thoso
regulatory documents.

4. Type A Test Witngaginr? (Unit 2 Test Sepicabgr_1991) (1Q1111.

a. CalibrD112D Data

The inopoctor datormined that all the instruments used
during the Type A test woro proporly calibrated and
that the correct weighting factors woro placed into the
licensoo'u computer program. The liconsoo used
25 temperaturo sensors, 10 humidity nonsors, 2 pressure

.

detectors and 1 flow detector throughout thu test.

b. Iemnerature Survey

The inspector reviewed the results of the Unit 2
temperaturo survoy performed prior to pronourization.
The inspector noted that tho temperatures measured in
subvolume 6 woro approximately 5 degroes highor than
those recorded by tho tost temperaturo instrumentation
during the same timo porlod. This discrapancy was
discussed with the licensoo, and no immediato causo for
the discropancy could be found. The licensco agrood to
investigato the causo of this discropancy prior to the
next Typo A test. No other prebloms were identifjod.

c. yalve WallgioHDE

The inspector walked down the outsido containment
isolation valvos and vont paths. All systems required
to be vonted outsido of containment, por the licensoo's
sofoty analysis report, wore in the proper position.

d. Steam Generator Mh.DWay Leakano

During the required stabilization period, the licensoo
identified leakago through main steam lino D. Thin
leakage was too largo to enablo them to pass the Type A
test without isolating. After completion of proper

3
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procedural changen, the licenson added an air sourco to
maintain a constant pressure, approximately one pound
below containment pressure, through tho vont valvo in
steam lino D for the duration of the Typo A test.

During the abovo procosa, the licensco performed an
approximato quantification of the leakago through the
stoam gonorators and concluded that it accounted for
the excessivo leakago monitored by the Type A test
instrumentation. The licenseo informed the inupoctor
that the loaks would bo repairod, and that the steam
line would be pressurized with a coro leakago
acceptanco critoria, prior to returning the plant to
operation. Tho inopoctor found thoso correctivo
actions to be acceptable.

Tho inspector considorod the systematAc, methodical
process that the licensco used to identify, quantify,
and loolato the steam generator leakago during
performanco of tho test to be a strength.

5. Test RRQults Evaluation - Unit 2 Septembqr 199L, lent (70121)_

a. Type __A Tect

Following the satisfactory isolation of the steam
generator leak, the licensco began the Type A test.
A 25-hour full-pressuro Typo A test was performed on
September 15 and 16, 1991 at a tost prosauro of 59.7
psia. Data was collected overy 10 minutos. The
inspector independently calculated the leakage ratos
using the mass point methodology, with results as
indicated below (all units in weight percent por day
(wt%/ day)). The acceptanco critorion was that Lam, at
the 95% UCL, be loss than 0.75 La or 0.075 wt%/ day.
The test data mot this critoria,

lit M dtr.emont LicenDED InDPf,Xt9I

Measured loak rato during 0.053 0.053
Typo A test (Lam)

Lam at 95 porcent Uppor 0.054 0.0b4
Confidenco Lovel (UCL)

b. Sunplemkntal Test (Unit 2)

After satisfactory completion of the Type A test, a
known leakago rato of 7.65 scfm was induced. The
licensoo stabilized for a one hour period, as required
by their proceduro, and then collected and analyzed

4
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test data ovory 10 minutos, for a 2.8 hour tost period.
Thore was acceptable agroomont betwoon the licensoo's
and the inspector's calculations (units in wtt/ day).
Tho supplomontal test results woro within the
acceptanco critoria band of (Lc - (Lo + Lam)) 10.025.

Moasurement LiCRnD12 InDD2_RtRI

Measured leakago rato (Lc) 0.147 0.147
during supplomontal test

Induced Loakago Rato (Lo) 0.099 0.097

Results from 2f hour test 0.053 0.053
(Lam)

Lc - (Lo + Lam) 0.005 0.003

6. Additional Corrqntions to the Tvoo A Test

a. Tyno A Test Valve Lincun Ponaltica

The licensco was required to take a penalty for the
following panotrations which woro not in their
post-accident configurations (1) the shaft seals on
the inner doors of both the personnel and omorgency
airlocks woro scaled with a silicono scalant to
eliminato leakago during the test, rather than closing
the outor doors; and (2) soveral panotrations woro in
use during the test to provido paths for pressurizing
containment, inducing.tho supplomontal test leak, and
for final depressurization.--

The final local leak rato minimum pathway penalties for
those penetrations, following all repairs, had not boon
calculated at the end of the inspection. The licensoo
was cognizant that thoso penalties nooded to be
dotormined and added to the Typo A test results, and
that the final value had to remain below 0.075 wt%/ day.
Theco penalties will be documented in the licenseo's
test report,

c. As-Found Condition of Containment

The as-found condition is-the condition of the
containment prior to any repairs or adjustments to the
containment boundary. As described in paragraph 4.d,
above, the licensoo had to maintain a pressure source
on main steam lino B in order to pass-the Typo A test.
Based on this leakage, the containment failed in the
as-found condition. The issue of steam generator
manway leakage has been referred to the office of

5
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Huclear Reactor Rogulation for resolution. Should HRR ;

datormino that leakago through the manways nood not bo |

included in calculating Type A as-found leakage, the
~

Unit 2 failure will be revisited. |
;

7. Test Results Evaluation - Unit i 1991 Test f703231
A. Leakane Durina 38 Hour Stabilizatigjl_Pjlg.g.g

^

The licensoo bogan the first periodic Type A test on
Unit 1 on' February 11, 1991. After reaching test
pressure, the licensoo commenced stabilization, as ,

noted in the uoquence-of-ovents log, at 12 midnight on
February 12th. Although the reactor building fan
coolors were isolated after three and a half hours of
stabilization, resulting in destabilization of
containment temperatures, the containment mot the
required temperature stabilization requirements of ,

Appendix J at approximately 7:35 a.m. on
February 13, 1991. At this time, by the inspector's
calculations, the containmant leakage rate was
approximately 0.20 woight porcont por day (wtt/d), as
compared to a maximum allowable of 0.075 wtt/d.

The licenson identified potentially exconsivo leaks on
the chilled wator, containment purgo, containment

,

spray, and safoty injection systems, and bogan
isolating the vent paths for those systems. The
chilled water vont path was isolated prior to
restabilization of containment following the fan coolor
termination. Thorofore, the offect of its isolation on
containment leakage could not bo dotormined and was
excluded from the remainder of the inspoctor's
calculations. Although each isolation decreased the
leakage rato, the leakage did not approach the
allowable until an airlock shaft seal leak was
identified and blocked. Concurrently, with blockago of
the shaft seal leakago, pressurized air was injected
and maintained betwoon the containment purge valvos and
down stream of the containment spray valves. Following
those actions, the leakago rato approachod the
allowable. The licensoo then declared the
stabilization period complete, and bogan the official
Type A test. Following completion of the test and
containment depressurization, the containment purge and
spray ponotrations woro depressurized, then
repressurized to perform the local Type C tests. The
results of the Typo C tests were satisfactory,-showing
only minimal leakage. Thorofore the licenseo concluded

'
,
.
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that all the leakage experienced during the test was
due~to leakage through the shaft seals and that the
Type A test was acceptable in both the as-found and
as-left conditions.

The licensce's conclusions that the airlock accounted
for all tlis containment leakage could not be

,

reproduced, as discussed below. Therefore, the
inspector cencluded that the Type A test was an
as-found failure as the initial containment leakage
rate exceeded the maximum allowable.

The inspector noted that pressurized air was
continuously added to the space between the containment
purge valves and downstream of the containment spray

|
velves. These air sources were added within a half
hour-of the airlock shaft seal leakage being blocked.

-

The licensee did.not monitor the amount of-air buing
added. As thase pressurizations occurred concurrently
with r.he airlock blockage, the inspector could not
determine which action resulted in the leakage rate
decrease.

The inspector also noted that the lict.see originally-
pressurized between the containment purge valves at
12:15 pm on' February 12, 1991. During the
December 17, 1991, meeting, the licensee stated that,
to the best of their knowlec ze, this penetration had
depressurized by the time the decision was made to add
a continuous air source. Using a worst case assumption
that the penetration decayed from 43 psig to
atmospheric conditions within an hour, this would have
resulted in a leakage rate of 0.181 wt%/ day. If it was
cesumed that it took 21 hours to depressurize-(the time

":een the pressurizations), the leakage could have
v. as little as 0.008 wt%/ day.- In either case, these

laakages were considerably above tne measured Type C
leakage of 0.001 wt%/ day.

The inspector reviewed approximately cight-previous
Type A test reports where shaft seal leakage had
occurred. In every case, the containment leakage was
initially within the allowablo'and dramatically
increa.ed upon shaft seal failure. The inspector
concluJed that the most likely failure mechanism for
the shaft scal-during-this test was to~ catastrophically
fail juat. prior to being discovered. This explained

L why the shaft seal leakage was not identified during
| the hourly checks done over the previous 33 hours.
;

-
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The inspector performed a statistical analysis of
licensee data, which-showed an overall steady decrease
in leakage rate when each penetration _was isolated,
with the largest decrease coming after the first
pressurization of the purgo valves. This conflicted
with the licensee's report " Reactor Containment '

Building Integrated Leak Rate Test, Braidwood Unit 1
(February 2 to. March 5, 1991)", which stated " isolation
of the first four (chilled water, containment purge,
containment spray,- and sasety injection) leakage paths
had a noticeable but small effect upon the total
containment leakage. It was only aftrr isolation of
the fifth leakage path...did the total leakage rate '

sharply drop to a value under 0.75La" .

10 CFR Part 50, Appendix J, Section III.A.1 requires
.

j

that, if'during a Type A test, potentially excessive
leakage paths are identified which will interfere with
satisfactory completion of the test, the Type A test
shall be terminated and the leakage through such paths
shall be. measured using local leakage testing methods.
The corrective action taken and the change in leakage
rate determined from the tests and overall integrated
leakage determined from the local leak and Type A tests
shall be included in the test report.

During the Unit 1 Type A test, potentially excessive
leakage paths existed which interfered with the
satisfactory completion of the test. The change in
leakage rato due to isolation of these paths was not
determined. This is a violution of Appendix J
requirements. (246/91026-01(DRS))

B. As-Left Tyne A Test Results

After sealing the airlock shaft seal leak and adding
the continuous air source to block leakage from the
containment purge valve and containment spray valves,
the licensee noted.that the Type A test leakage had-
dropped below the maximum allowable, and the Type A.
-test was started. Date "r' collected for 25 hours,
with a final leakage r .a of 0.053, including the
results from the local leak rate tests on the isolated
penetrations. The inspector independently calculated
the official test leakage rates ~and found acceptable
agreement with the licensee's values. Therefore, the
Unit 1 Type A was acceptable in the as-left condition.

|
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8. Airlock Leakace

The licensee h7s previously_ experienced leaks in the airlock
shaft seals at the Braidwood stations, including the initial
preoperational containment integrated leak rate test on
Braidwood Unit 1 (May 1986), and the i'irst periodic tests on
both units, as described in sections 6 and.7, above. Shaft
seal failures were also experienced at the licensco's Byron
station.- The licensee implemente an improved installation
procedure in May 1991 to eliminate the repetitive failure of
the shaft seals.

9. Exit Interviqg

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in
Paragraph 1) throughout the inspection. Meetings _on-the
Unit 1 test results were held on September 25, 1991, and on
December 17, 1991. A meeting to discuss the conclusions on
Unit 2, as well as the initial analyses of the Unit 1 list,
was held November 22, 1991. A final exit was held via
telephone on January 27, 1992. During this meeting, the
inspector summarized the conclusions for both units and the
resultant findings. The inspector also discussed the likely
informational content of the inspect.4on report with regards
to documents or processes reviewed by the inspector during
the inspection. The-licensee did not identify any items as
proprietary.
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